
Adobe Creative Cloud for teams gives you the world’s best creative apps and services in a single, secure, integrated 
platform. Now your creative and marketing teams can design incredible content for virtually any medium, boost 
productivity with tools that improve collaboration and brand consistency, and achieve success faster with easy access 
to amazing creative assets and intuitive learning content. Plus, you can count on simplified license management and 
total control over your software and assets to help your team stay focused on creating great work.

Unleash limitless creativity and collaboration to power your business’s success.

Adobe Creative Cloud 
for teams

Create for virtually any medium with 20+ apps. 
Design the highest quality work for print, web, video, mobile, and 
immersive media using the latest versions of Creative Cloud apps. 
Use faster, smarter Adobe Photoshop, which includes AI-powered 
features to quickly repair damaged photos and make more precise 
selections. Loop and twist objects together and create 3D vector 
graphics. Take collaboration to the next level with review and 
approval and Camera to Cloud capabilities in Adobe Premiere Pro.

Discover easy ways to work better together. 
Share a link to your Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, and Fresco cloud 
documents—anyone can view and comment via the web, no need 
for a paid Creative Cloud membership. Comments made on the 
web automatically come back into the Photoshop, Illustrator, or 
Fresco app. Easily view the version history of a cloud document 
or Creative Cloud file and restore previous versions for up to 180 
days. Invite collaborators to contribute to your creative work right 
from favorite apps like Photoshop, Illustrator, and Fresco. Get 1TB 
of storage per user with the option to pool storage for the whole 
team for greater flexibility. And work more productively with the 
apps you use every day thanks to integration with Microsoft 
Teams, Microsoft Power BI, Confluence, Slack, and other key 
business tools. 

Maintain brand consistency. 
Help ensure a consistent look and feel across all your business 
assets. Share colors, images, and other elements of your creative 
system and control editing across apps and devices using Creative 
Cloud Libraries. Your libraries are available inside your Creative 
Cloud apps as well as Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, Gmail, and 
Google Workspace. Use the API to fully integrate libraries into your 
design workflows and get flexible access to your creative elements 
and designs.

Get the assets, resources, and help you need. 
Find fonts, colors, templates, and creative assets using Adobe 
Fonts, Adobe Color, and Adobe Stock. Creative Cloud for teams Pro 
Edition includes unlimited access to Adobe Stock standard assets.* 
Discover creative inspiration on Behance and learn new techniques 
using interactive tutorials. Build a best-in-class creative team with 
the integrated Adobe Talent job posting service. Get advanced 
technical support plus 1:1 Expert Sessions to help your team 
master new creative skills and workflows. And access Help content 
online anytime, or during business hours, call a dedicated support 
line with local language assistance.

Control your company’s assets. 
Enjoy peace of mind knowing that your creative assets and libraries 
can be reclaimed when staffing changes.

Simplify license management. 
The web-based Admin Console enables administrators to add or 
reassign licenses anytime with just a few clicks. Billing catches up 
at your next payment cycle. Deploy apps and updates your way—
either handle them centrally or let team members self-install 
as needed. Either way, they can start downloading and using 
apps immediately.

 Unlock savings. 
Get budget predictability and lower upfront costs with an annual 
Value Incentive Plan (VIP) membership that gives you access to 
Adobe’s creative desktop apps plus exclusive feature updates at no 
additional cost. Choose your own subscription anniversary date to 
align with your organization’s budget cycle. Enjoy volume discounts 
for 10 seats or more with VIP.

*Adobe Stock is a separate purchase without a Pro Edition plan.



Component Use

Desktop apps

Adobe Photoshop Edit and composite images, use 3D tools, edit video, and perform advanced image analysis.

Adobe Photoshop Lightroom Edit, organize, store, and share your photos from anywhere with the cloud-based photo service.

Adobe Photoshop Lightroom Classic Organize, edit, and batch process all your digital photos with a desktop-focused app.

Adobe Illustrator Create vector-based graphics and illustrations for print, web, video, and mobile.

Adobe InDesign Design professional layouts for print and digital publishing.

Adobe Acrobat Pro Create, protect, sign, collaborate on, and print PDF documents and forms.

Adobe InCopy Enable writers and designers to work simultaneously on the same document.

Adobe Bridge Browse, organize, and search your photos and design files in one central place.

Adobe Premiere Pro Edit video with high-performance, industry-leading editing tools.

Adobe After Effects Create cinematic motion graphics and visual effects.

Adobe Audition Record, mix, and restore audio for broadcast, video, and film.

Adobe Premiere Rush Create, edit, and share online videos anywhere.

Adobe Media Encoder Quickly output video files for virtually any screen.

Adobe Character Animator Turn 2D artwork into live, animated characters.

Adobe Dreamweaver Visually design and develop modern, responsive websites. 

Adobe Animate Design interactive animations with cutting-edge drawing tools for multiple platforms. 

Adobe XD Design, prototype, and share engaging user experiences for websites, mobile apps, and more.

Adobe Express Everything you need to confidently create standout graphics, photos, and videos in no time.

Adobe Aero Design and share interactive experiences in augmented reality.

Mobile apps

Adobe Capture Turn any image on your phone into a color theme, graphic, brush, pattern, or texture.

Photoshop, Lightroom, Photoshop 
Express, and Photoshop Camera

Bring digital imaging power to your mobile devices, and sync your work to Photoshop and Lightroom on desktop.

Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Fresco,* 
and Adobe Comp

Draw, paint, illustrate, and create layouts on your mobile devices.

Adobe Premiere Rush Create and share online videos directly from your mobile device.

Core services

Creative Cloud desktop app Easily manage and access your Creative Cloud apps, services, and documents.

Creative Cloud Libraries Save, browse, and share assets from libraries right inside your Creative Cloud apps.

Creative Cloud Assets Store, manage, and share files with colleagues and clients, even if they don’t have their own Creative Cloud membership.

Adobe Fonts Find the perfect font for your designs.

Adobe Color Easily create and discover unique, accessible color themes and gradients to use in all your creative projects.

Behance and Adobe Portfolio Showcase and discover creative work, and connect with the creative community.

Additional tools and services  †

Adobe Stock Jump-start your creative projects with millions of high-quality, curated photos, graphics, and videos.

Adobe Substance 3D Collection Create, capture, and paint 3D materials, and stage and render 3D scenes.

Exclusive business features for Creative Cloud for teams

Adobe Talent Hire amazing designers for your team through the world’s largest creative community.

Centralized administration tools Manage and track All Apps and Single App seats from the handy web-based Admin Console.

Creative Cloud Packager Centrally deploy apps and updates across your organization.

Technical support Get advanced 24x7 tech support to help deployments run smoothly and keep your creative team moving forward.

Storage Get 1TB of cloud storage for file sharing and collaboration.

Expert Sessions Get exclusive 1:1 sessions with Adobe product experts for help with creative features and workflows.

Pooled storage Combine individual team members’ storage capacities into pooled storage for the whole team.

Version history View or revert to earlier versions of your cloud documents and Creative Cloud files for up to 180 days.

Asset reclamation Easily transfer team members’ Creative Cloud files when they leave the organization.

Integrations Work inside Microsoft Office, Teams, and Power BI, Gmail and Google Workspace, Slack, and Confluence (Jira).

What’s included in Creative Cloud for teams
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*Adobe Fresco is available for iPhone, iPad, and Windows touch- and stylus-enabled devices. See compatible devices at https://helpx.adobe.com/fresco/system-requirements.html

   †Adobe Stock is included in Creative Cloud for teams Pro Edition or available as a separate purchase. Substance 3D is available as a separate purchase.

https://www.insight.com/en_US/shop/partner/contact.html?refcode=SHOP-PTNR-Adobe

